COVID-19 has impacted how organizations will maintain employee, visitor, and customer safety. As communities lift shelter-in-place restrictions and activities resume it will be critical to prepare our environments for the new normal.

MacArthur’s Safe@Work™ series supports compliance to health authority guidance for workplace screening, cleaning and social distancing to help prevent the spread of disease. Our products are designed for and tested in laboratory, manufacturing, warehousing and office environments. All products offer OSHA compliance and ANSI Z535.1 color standards for safety.
Safe@Work™ Practice: SCREENING

**Safe@Work™ Proud Patch**
Many organizations utilize regular health checks to monitor for symptoms consistent with COVID-19. After completing health checks, team members receive a Safe@Work™ Proud patch to display their commitment to community safety. These visual reminders provide peace of mind to supervisors and co-workers throughout the day. The Safe@Work™ Proud patch also reminds employees to follow recommended safety practices throughout their workday.

**MCV-SAFEPATCH**
- Flexible film material will last through the day
- Adhesive suitable for a wide range of clothing materials for short-time/one-time use. Low risk of adhesive residue on your clothing or uniform even after accidental washing
- OSHA Compliant Custom and ANSI Z535.1 color standards available
- Custom branding and graphics available upon request
- Large, modern icons for user recognition
- Provided in roll format for controlled distribution
- Diam. 2.2”/5.7cm
- 200 per pack

**Safe@Work™ Proud Wristband**
Many organizations utilize regular health checks to monitor for symptoms consistent with COVID-19. After completing health checks, team members receive a Safe@Work™ Proud Wristband to display their commitment to community safety. These visual reminders provide peace of mind to supervisors and co-workers throughout the day. The Safe@Work™ Proud wristband also reminds employees to follow recommended safety practices throughout their workday.

**MCV-SAFEBAND**
- Made with flexible, tear and stretch resistant material to last through the day
- Designed for one-time use with easy removal by cutting
- OSHA Compliant, Custom and ANSI Z535.1 color standards available
- Custom branding available upon request
- Provided in perforated sheet format for controlled distribution
- Dimensions 0.75”x 10” / 2cm x 25.4cm
- 220 per pack

Looking for Custom Designs?
**Contact us today!**
SafeWork@MacArthurCorp.com
MacArthurCorp.com
Clean Often Decal
Clearly designate high-touch surfaces so team members and janitorial staff are advised of the high-frequency cleaning needed for these high-use areas of your facility including door handles, light switches, environmental controls, vending machines and break room appliances.

Sanitize Hands Decal
Provide a visual reminder to your team members to utilize hand sanitizer frequently in areas of your facility where soap and water are not readily available including entry/exit points, conference rooms, shared work spaces, manufacturing and distribution areas.

Wash Hands Decal
Provide a visual reminder to your team members to wash hands frequently. These reminders with clear instruction can be placed near areas where soap and water are readily available including restrooms, breakrooms, laboratories and catering venues.

Performance Features
- Flexible film protects image and provides scuff and solvent resistance
- Permanent removable adhesive. Provides adhesion to a wide range of surfaces (walls, equipment, desktops, appliances). When it is time to remove, there is low risk to surface damage and no adhesive residue
- OSHA Compliant and ANSI Z535.1 color standards
- Available in English and Spanish Large icons for user recognition
- Diam. 5” / 12.7 cm
- 50 per pack
Social Distance Decal

- Flexible film protects image and provides scuff and solvent resistance
- OSHA Compliant and ANSI Z535.1 color standards
- Available in English and Spanish
- Large icons for user recognition

**LIGHT DUTY – Shared Environments**
MCV-D-6FTDIST-R

- Common applications include cafeterias, breakrooms, conference space, training rooms, and co-working office space
- Permanent removable adhesive. Provides adhesion to a wide range of surfaces. When it is time to remove, there is low risk to surface damage and no adhesive residue
- Diam. 5” / 12.7cm. 50 per pack

**HEAVY DUTY – High Traffic Environments**

MCV-D-6FTDIST-D

- Large and high durability decal suitable for areas with possible abrasion, moisture and chemical exposure
- Permanent aggressive adhesive for non-carpeted flooring applications
- Diam. 9.6” / 24.4cm 25 per pack

Safe Distance Guard

Provide a strong visual barrier line between work zones to reinforce social distancing practices. This durable decal is suitable for areas with possible abrasion, moisture and chemical exposure. Decals can also be arranged side by side for a wider visual barrier.

**HEAVY DUTY – High Traffic Environments**

MCV-D-SAFEDIS

- Flexible film protects image and provides scuff and solvent resistance
- Permanent aggressive adhesive for durable non-carpeted applications
- OSHA Compliant and ANSI Z535.1 color standards
- Bilingual English/Spanish
- Large icons for user recognition
- 4.5” x 11” / 11.4cm x 27.9cm
- 20 per pack

Looking for Custom Designs?
Contact us today!
SafeWork@MacArthurCorp.com
MacArthurCorp.com